Professional-Grade Abrasives

Originally introduced in 1958, Mill-Rose Clean-Fit Abrasive Product Line has expanded to become the most
complete in the industry. Our abrasive cloths are bonded with a special Urea resin to resist moisture and give
extra service under demanding conditions. In addition to seven types of abrasive cloths available in handy
dispenser cartons and "Mini-Strips" in pocket size packs for small jobs, Mill-Rose also offers a complete line
of abrasive nylon hand pads.
Silicon Carbide Open Nylon Mesh - 180 Grit (Yellow Box)
New! Completely waterproof. Designed to reduce loading, this
premium-grade open mesh is sharper and cuts faster, producing
finer scratch patterns on surfaces. Use on ferrous and non-ferrous
metals, ceramics, plastics, fiberglass, etc. Available in three roll
lengths 1-1/2" wide: #70092 (5 yards); #70102 (10 yards); and
#70113 (25 yards).
Aluminum Oxide Open Mesh - 180 Grit (Orange Box)
Completely waterproof. Premium grade. Provides fast cutting action
on copper, brass and other non-ferrous or plastic materials. Can be
cleaned and reused by rinsing out with water. Available in three roll
lengths 1-1/2" wide: #70090 (5 yards); #70100 (10 yards); and
#70110 (25 yards).
"Wet One" Aluminum Oxide - 120 Grit (Blue Box)
Premium-grade aluminum oxide is 100% waterproof. Ideal for tough
deburring and cleaning of tubing, parts exposed to water. Delivers
long-lasting performance under the most severe conditions. Available in four roll lengths 1-1/2" wide: #70161 (2 yards - carded);
#70162 (5 yards); #70164 (10 yards); and #70166 (25 yards).

Yellow Stuff Aluminum Oxide - 120 Grit (Yellow Box)
Our best quality open coat abrasive cloth with a "J" weight cotton
backing. It's water-resistant and resists loading while leaving a
consistent surface for soldering operations. Widely used by the air
conditioning/refrigeration trade. Available in three roll lengths 1-1/2"
wide: #70068 (5 yards); #70070 (10 yards); and #70080 (25 yards).
Brown Stuff Aluminum Oxide -120 Grit (Brown Box)
Good quality closed coat abrasive cloth with a "J" weight cotton
backing. Water-resistant bonding and flexible backing provides a
durable, efficient abrasive for long life. Economical alternative to the
"Red Stuff". Available in four roll lengths 1-1/2" wide: #70125 (5 yards);
#70130 (10 yards); #70140 (25 yards); and #70150 (50 yards).
Economy Aluminum Oxide - 120 Grit (White Box)
Good, economy-grade closed coat abrasive cloth with "J" weight
cotton backing. Water resistant. Available in three roll lengths 1-1/2"
wide: #70175 (5 yards); #70170 (10 yards); and #70180 (25 yards).

Red Stuff Aluminum Oxide - 120 Grit (Red Box)
Our best quality closed coat abrasive cloth with a "J" weight
cotton backing. It's water resistant and features a full
aluminum-oxide coating for increased cutting power.
The original copper tubing cleaner. Available in three roll
lengths 1-1/2" wide: #70045 (5 yards); #70050 (10 yards);
and #70060 (25 yards).

Clean Fit Abrasive Cloth Display/Shippers

Professional-Grade Abrasives
Abrasive Clean-Up Mini-Strips

New 8" long by 1-1/2" wide Mini-Strips. Pocket-size packs of ten
strips are ideal for small jobs with a minimum of waste. *Catalog
#70000 Assortment has 12 strips per pack.
Cat. #
70085
70065
70160
70168
70120
70119
*70000

Description
Yellow - Open Coat
Red - Closed Coat
Brown - Closed Coat
"Wet-One"
Open Mesh - A/O
Open Mesh - S/C
Assortment

Grit
120 Aluminum Oxide
120 Aluminum Oxide
120 Aluminum Oxide
120 Aluminum Oxide
180 Aluminun Oxide
180 Silicone Carbide
2 each of the above

Convenient dispenser protects sand cloth from being mangled and
deformed. High-impact plastic dispenser is perfect for tool boxes,
shop drawers, work benches or wherever sand cloth is stored.
Lets you tear off the exact amount required.

"Cloth Caddy"
Sand Cloth Dispenser

Cat. #

Protects and stores sand cloth
up to 1-1/2" wide by 10 yards.

70950

Description
Sand Cloth Dispenser - high impact plastic

Nylon Abrasive Grit Hand Pads
Maroon Commercial A.O. Hand Pad - Fine
Premium-quality hand pad for aggressive cleaning and deburring.
Ideal for general cleaning and deburring where a fast initial cut is
desired. Ideal for cleaning copper tubing and fitting prior to brazing.
This pad is stronger, more resilient, resists tearing and snagging
and is solvent-resistant. Catalog #70198, #70197, #70299.

Maroon General-Purpose A.O. Pad - Very Fine
Provides aggressive cutting action and long life. Coated surface is an
economical alternative to our fine-quality pad. Ideal for satin finishing, stainless steel finishes, scuffing surfaces prior to applying
adhesives, and removing rust, corrosion and oxides. Catalog #70181,
#70199.

Black Silicone Carbide Hand Pad - Fine
Designed for a broad range of applications, from heavy-duty
cleaning to finishing. These pads are very durable, can be used
wet or dry, and will not rust. An excellent alternative to steel wool.
Pads are 4" x 6"
Most Aggressive
#70198
Maroon
Fine

Least Aggressive

#70185
Black
Fine

#70199
Maroon
Very Fine

#70325
White
Non-Abrasive

Extremely resilient, conforms to irregular surfaces. Ideal for general purpose applications, including removing rust and oxidation
from metals, blending around solder joints, cleaning molds and
satin-finish aluminum. Catalog #70186, #70185.

White Non-Abrasive Hand Pad
New! Designed for light cleaning and finishing without abrasive.
Soft and flexible, yet very tough. Can be used on metal, wood,
plastic, porcelain, vitreous china, acrylics or fiberglass with high
luster finishes. Catalog #70325.
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